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ABSTRACT 

High level burnup in PWR leads to investigate again the choices 
carried out in the 'field of fuel management. 

French CEA has studied the economic importance of reshuffling 
technique, cycle length, discharge burnup, and non-operation period 
between two cycles. Power plants operators wish to work with increased length 
cycles of 18 months instead of 12. That leads to control problems because 
the core reactivity cannot be controlled with the only soluble boron : 
moderator temperature coefficient must be negative. With such 
cycles, itis necessary to use burnable poisons and for economic reasons 
with a low penalty in end of cycle. 

CEA has studied the use of Gd_0 mixed with fuel or with inert 
element like A.IJD . Parametric studies of specific weights, efficacities 
relatively to the fuel burnup and the fuel enrichment have been carried 
out. 

Particular studies of 16 month cycles with Gd 0 have shown the 
possibility to control power distribution with a very low reactivity 
penalty in EOC. 

In the same time, in the 100 MW PWR-CAP, control reactivity has 
been madewith large use of gadolinia in parallel with soluble boron 
for the two first cycles. 
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Introduction 

High level burn up in PWR leads to investigate again the choices 
carried out in the field of fuel management. Frnnch CEA has studied the 
economic of reshuffling technique, cycle lengths, discharge burn up and 
non-operation period between two cycles. 

Attention to high level burn up does not leave increased cycles 
out of consideration: power plant operators wish to work with increased 
cycles of 18 months instead of 12. Generally speaking, the shutdown period is 
indépendant of cycle length. In France the latter is about two months. 

,The economical analysis has to take account the following 
points : 

- The cycle cost 
- The power replacement cost during the non-operation period 
- The energy quantity produced by the plant during the 

amortization period. 

For a given type of fuel management (by third for instance) it is 
easy to see that higher level burn up associated with increased cycle lengths 
bring substantial savings : the equilibrium cycle cost slightly changes with 
fuel burn up » it is the best availability of the plant which provides us 
with the greater part of the profit. 

Let us now compare the fuel management by third to the one by 
half assuming the same burn up in the two cases. The fuel management 
by half has a poorer uranium utilization and higher cycle cost but taking 
into consideration the replacement power cost and the greater energy quan
tity produced during the amortization period, it appears for a -33 DOT MWd/t 
burn up that the fuel management by half is attractive. 
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Rza&bLvtty contAol 
These increased cycles lead to control problems because the 

core reactivity cannot be controlled with the only soluble boron : 
moderator temperature coefficient must be negative. With such cycles, 
it is necessary to use burnable poisons and for economic reasons with 
a low penalty in end of cycle. 

Poison rods of borosilicate glass tubes used in first cycles 
lead to sufficient reactivity effects but they bring a non-negligible 
penalty in cycle length. A burnable poison mixed with fuel does not show 
theS3 disadvantages: gadolinium looks promising. 
Gadotiruum poison 

The parameters to adjust are : specific weight of gadolinium 
in the form of powder or grain and number of burnable rods. The specific 
weight is expressed in terms of cycle length while the number of burnable 
rods is definite in terms of reactivity needs. 

Now we will show you a short parametric study on gadolinium in 
a near PWR lattice. It is alumina mixed with gadolinium oxide which is concerned 
here but conclusions can be applied to gadolium mixed with fuel. 

In figure 1 we see k»-assembly in terms of burn up for several 
specific weight of G d ^ • 300, 500 and 700 mg/cm3 and for two 235 U 
enrichments. 

155 We can see raising of reactivity connected with the Gd 
157 burn up when the Gd has vanished. 

This reactivity raising must be well controlled to avoid problems 
in power distribution. The reactivity gradient, in first approximation is 
indépendant of the specific weight for a given enrichment. The greater is 
the enrichment of fuel, the smaller is the slope of reactivity. 

For cycle lengths of 15 000 MWd/t and fuel enrichment of 3.5 to 
4 %, specific weight of 500 to 600 mg/cm3 are suitable. These values are 
quite realistic for gadolinium mixed with alumina, but they exceed the 
common limits for this poison mixed with fuel, which are nearly 350 mg/cm3. 
But we have the possibility to use gadolinium in granular form : tha 
gadolinium will burn slower, the reactivity slope will be smaller while poison 
worth will be reduced. 
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Figure 2 shows the reactivity versus burn up in a PWR lattice, 
for a 3.4 % enrichment in three cases :• 

- the first is without burnable rods. 
- the second contains sixteen fuel rods mixed with gadolinium 
oxide. Size grain of gadolinium oxide is negligible. 

- in the third, granular gadolinijm oxide is used. 

This last poisonned assembly appears very interesting : 

- the reactivity change during irradiation is very small, about 
1.5 % Ak/k 

- gadolinium is burned at 12 000 MWd/t 

- the residual poison worth is very lew abcut 2 % of the initial 
worth. This residual poison worth is approximately constant in 
terms of burn up as we can see in figure 3 where poison 
worth is showned versus burn up. 

UtttAzatlon oj gadolinium in a. FW loadtd by WaJLj 
We will illustrate now one's way to use gadolinim in a 900 MWe 

PWR loaded by half. This core study has been carried out on basis determined 
in common with FRAMAT0ME and EDF. 

- We consider an equilibrium cycle and a cycle length of 15 500 MWd/t. About 
55 % fresh fuel assemblies contain 16 fuels, rods mixed wich gadolinium 
oxide each. Gadoliniumoxide Is granular. Main results are : 

- Soluble boron concentration is about 1310 ppm at B0L at xenon 
equilibrium as it is shown in figure 4. 

- Moderator temperature coefficient at B0L, at full power without 
-5 Ak xenon is negative and less than - 5.10 —r /°C. 

K 

- The power peaking is always under the usual limits as It is 
shown In table 1. 
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Burn up MWd/t BOL 8000 10 000 EOL 

Power peaking 1. 41 1. 38 1. 38 1. 35 

Table 1 

- The axial power distribution is good. The Fz factor is 1.22 
at BOL and falls to about 1.15 (figure 5). 

- The residual poison worth is low, about 0.2 % — 

Utilisation experience 

In the same time, in the 100 MW PWR-CAP control reactivity has 
been made with large use of gadolinium in parallel wi'h soluble boron for 
the two first cycles. 

Table 2 shows poison characteristics used in CAP for the two 
first cycles : 

G d2°3 
mixed with 

Specific weight Poison worth 
Cycle 

G d2°3 
mixed with in core mg/cm3 in core 

,, AK 
' K 

1 fuel 310 6 
2 A 12°3 820 8.4 

Table 2 : Poison characteristics used in CAP 

In conclusion we have seen that use of granular gadolinium mixed with 
fuel with current spgcific weight leads to results consistent with PWR 
requirements and high level burn up. 
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